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Very considerable quantities of green and brown-glazed earthenware made in the 16th and 17th 
century are regularly found in gardens in Silverdale village, especially around two foci, Potter Hill 
and Wallings Lane. 1 Silverdale was at that date a very small settlement and it seems likely that 
manufacture was a seasonal one by farmers, who then scattered waster pottery on their holdings, 
close to the point of manufacture. 

Recent discoveries by Mr Plummer of Know Hill Farm, Silverdale, have however, extended what 
was known. In 2003 he discovered a very large deposit of wasters at the foot of the limestone sea
cliff at the Cove, not far from the mine-adit at Red Rake, stratified with old sediments which appear 
to have remained undisturbed until recently.2 It seems as though the potter (or farmer) had brought 
these wasters a short distance by cart to tip them down the cliff face. Of course, it is not possible 
to tell from which direction the wasters came on their final journey, but the obvious link with the 
cliff-edge is the cart-track leading to Bank House Farm. 

The wasters lay in a thick compacted mass at the foot of the cliff, and had only been exposed by 
erosion of the overlying silts. This appeared to be both of recent origin and rapid. It seems likely 
that the pottery had not been extensively disturbed before. The wasters were in quite large pieces, 
with little evidence of wave erosion, and among them were numerous fragments of baked clay from 
the kiln superstructure, which is relatively soft and would surely have eroded swiftly on exposure 
to water action. It is hard to believe that these deposits have lain undisturbed since perhaps the 
17th century, given the cyclical nature of erosion in Morecambe Bay, which sees major changes 
every century and substantial changes of river channel at much more frequent intervals. However, 
that appears to be the case. Until recently the salt-marsh extended undisturbed far out into the Bay 
at the Cove, but in the last two or three years it has been sharply eroded. 

The pottery represents the usual products of Silverdale, and includes 'spigot-pots' or ale-jars, jugs, 
large storage jars and pipkins. One fragment exhibits the grid-stamp which has often been seen 
before at Silverdale. Many are manifest wasters, distorted by overheating, covered with glaze-runs 
or with burst air-pockets within them. The softer fragments of kiln structure, either representing the 
dome of the kiln or attempts to infill weak points in a masonry structure, bear ample evidence of 
plant or straw inclusions, perhaps in an attempt to stiffen the clay. 
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